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정보통신단체표준

서

문

1 표준의 목적
이 기술보고서의 목적은 무선전력전송 응용 서비스 현황과, 장점을 정리하여 각국의 규
제와 표준개발 정책 방향에 도움이 되고자 하였다. 또한 무선전력전송 응용서비스가 기
존의 전력공급 방식의 차이점 등 우리의 생활에 가져올 변화들을 제시하였다.
2 주요 내용 요약
이 기술보고서는 WPT 기술을 적용한 서비스 현황과 향후 가능한 서비스 형태와 개념에
대해 기술하였고, 무선전력전송 응용 서비스가 모바일 분야에서는 활발히 진행되고 있으
며, 주방가전이나 생활가전과 접목하여 응용서비스를 확장하려 하고 있다는 것을 기술하
였고, 이러한 내용은 정부 규제 차원에서도 새로운 패러다임의 프로토콜 개발의 필요성
과 필요한 정보를 제공하고 있다.
무선전력전송 서비스의 적용분야인, 건강, 주방가전, 생활가전, 모바일, 웨어러블, 전기
차, 의료, 로봇 분야에 대한 적용 방법을 정리하였고, 무선전력전송 인프라 환경 구성을
위한 가정, 사무실, 자동차 내부, 빌딩, 공공장소 등에 대한 특징들을 기술하였다.
3 인용 표준과의 비교
3.1 인용 표준과의 관련성
- 내용이 동일함
3.2 인용 표준과 본 표준의 비교표
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Preface

1 Purpose
The purpose of this technical report is to provide better understanding of benefits
of deploying WPT services and applications for encouraging administrators to
consider regulation and standard development in their countries.
We describe that what are benefits of introducing WPT services and applications,
what would be changed by WPT in the society and in our lifestyle, in power
supply infrastructure, etc. We also describe why WPT would be needed for which
device, what the benefit would be, what is better comparing to wired charging
etc.
2 Summary
The

report

describes

existing/prototype/concept

products

applying

WPT

technology and "what job to be done" with wireless charging (value) for each
product in each category. It is expected that readers understand that WPT
technology has been widely used already for the certain applications and its
implementation has been studied in wider range of applications. Showing this
information would encourage regulators to start considering regulations on WPT
technologies.
The report describes the devices applying WPT technologies and services such
as home, office, kitchen appliances, home appliances, mobile, wearable, electric
vehicles, medical and robots, etc, and the characteristics of the places of
infrastructure for WPT services at the home, in-vehicles, place of business, public
spaces, and others.

3 Relationship to Reference Standards
- None
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1. Introduction
The APT Survey Report on WPT (AWG-16-OUT-20) concluded that only limited APT
members could provide information about WPT because it was considered that WPT was
still in the early stage of development although there are already many products available
in the world and its standardization activities are in progress.
For WPT technology deployment in APT countries it is useful that the APT member
countries can continue sharing further information on WPT, especially services and
application of WPT. This information sharing would be also useful to APT member
administrations for regulatory considerations and discussion to introduce WPT technology
in their country.
This report focuses sharing WPT information on services and applications, which are
commercially available, prototyped for products, or are studied for concept development,
by analysis of devices and services applying WPT technology, and by analysis of
expected infrastructures as well as study items and scenarios for deploying WPT
services.

2. Terminologies and definitions
2.1 Definitions
Wireless
Transmission

Power

The transmission of power from a power source to an
electrical load without using wires.

2.2 Abbreviations and acronyms
AC
APT
CNG
COCN
EMC
EMF
EV
IH
IoT
LED
PHEV
PMA
USB
Wi-Fi
WPC
WPT

Alternating Current
Asia Pacific Telecommunity
Compressed Natural Gas
Council on Competitiveness-Nippon
Electromagnetic Compatibility
Electromagnetic Field
Electric Vehicle
Induction Heating
Internet of Things
Light Emitting Diode
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
Power Matters Alliance
Universal Serial Bus
Wireless Fidelity
Wireless Power Consortium
Wireless Power Transmission
vii
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3. Devices applying WPT technology and service
This

clause

introduces

existing,

prototyped

products

or

concepts

applying

WPT

technology with value that users expect from wireless charging function for each product
category. WPT technology has been already widely used for the certain applications, and
WPT implementation has been studied in wider ranges of applications. Showing this
information would encourage regulators to start considering regulatory preparations on
WPT technologies.
Tables in each sub-clause introduces values and examples of specification for each
product in each category.
Note: The power and frequency in the tables under “Examples of specification” are just
an example. The specified power or frequency cannot be used in some countries. The
power or frequency that can be used are dependent upon the regulation of each country.

3.1 Health and personal care goods
WPT has been used for many years in health and personal goods. Rechargeable electric
toothbrush and electric razor/shaver are popular examples. Table 1 introduces the
examples of products.
Table 1 Health and personal care goods applying WPT technologies
Product
Rechargeable
electric toothbrush
Rechargeable
electric razor/shaver
Rechargeable
electric
facial
cleanser
(makeup
remover)

Values
ž Untethered from a power

Examples of specification

cable, water resistance
ž Untethered from a power
cable, water resistance

Product, Inductive coupling

Untethered from a power
cable, water resistance

Product, Inductive coupling

ž

Recently in Korea, a rechargeable electric facial cleanser using inductive WPT has been
commercialized since 2014. The electric facial cleaner is electrically charged when it is
placed over the WPC Qi charging pad. With WPT charging for three hours, it is possible
to use the device for one minute every day for a month. The charging pad can be used
to charge any WPC Qi device. Since the electric facial cleanser does not use any battery
or contact-based material, it is easily manageable and fully waterproof [1]. The picture
of the product are found in [1].

3.2 Kitchen appliances
Applying WPT to kitchen appliances have been considered and studied by manufacturers.

viii
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Although no major standard technology has been developed, but many concepts or
prototypes have been introduced as shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Kitchen appliance applying WPT technologies
Product
Juicer

Values
ž

Grill pan

ž

Fryer

ž

Coffee maker

ž

Kettle

ž

Blender

ž

Kitchen
table ž
with IH heating
(as a wide area
charger)

Examples of specification

Untethered from a power
cable for moving on the
kitchen table
Untethered from a power
cable
Untethered from a power
cable
Untethered from a power
cable for moving on the
kitchen table
Untethered from a power
cable for moving on the
kitchen table
Untethered from a power
cable for moving on the
kitchen table
Providing charging area
for all appliances

800W, Concept
Inductive coupling, 1kW, Prototype
Inductive coupling, 1.5kW, Prototype
2kW, Concept

Inductive coupling, 2.4 kW, Prototype

Inductive coupling, 2.4kW, Prototype

Concept

One of Korea’s home appliance company has developed 2.4 kW WPT kettle and WPT
blender using inductive WPT technology. The 2.4 kW of electricity is acceptable to be
used in many home appliances. This company is planning to register this technology to
the WPC. They also plan to apply the inductive 2.4 kW WPT technology to the
commercial products after standardization [2]. The pictures of these prototypes are found
in [2].

3.3 Home appliances
Home appliance is one category under study for applying WPT by a couple of
manufacturers as shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Home appliances applying WPT technologies
Product
Television
Vacuum cleaner

Values
ž Replacing power cable
ž Untethered from a power

Charging mat
Doorbell

ž
ž

cable
Providing a charging spot
Untethered from a power
cable
ž No need to replace battery
ix

Examples of specification
Concept
Concept
Prototype
Product
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Figure 1 Doorbell without need of power source
There is a doorbell that does not need wire or power source. It is configured of a
transmitter with a button in which the visitor can press and a receiver in which it rings.
The transmitter and receiver are connected wirelessly. When a visitor presses the button
of the transmitter, it moves the magnet and coil which produce electricity through
electromagnetic induction. This electricity is transmitted to the receiver wirelessly. It is
also possible for one transmitter to transfer power to multiple receivers, and multiple
transmitters can transfer power to a single receiver [3].
With this feature, it is possible to install a doorbell even in temporary building and
environment. Since it does not need connection to power source or use of any battery,
there is no problem of missing any important doorbell due to power failure.

3.4 Mobile devices
WPT implementation

to mobile device is

leading the WPT commercialization

and

deployment. Especially WPT for smartphones are widely used in the world. WPT
applications to mobile devices include charged devices (embedded, charging sleeve) and
charging pats and chargers as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Mobile devices applying WPT technologies
Product

Values

Smartphone
(embedded)

ž

Smartphone

ž

Keep battery
anywhere

Examples of specification

topped off

Inductive coupling,
200kHz, Product
Magnetic resonance,
Prototype

Keeps battery topped off
x

Inductive

coupling,

5W,
5W,
5W,

110kHz

to

6.78MHz,
110kHz

to
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charging sleeve

T a b l
(embedded)

Tablet
sleeve

e

anywhere

t

charging

Note
(embedded)

200kHz, Product
Magnetic resonance,
Prototype

PC

Note PC sleeve
PC
peripheral
( k e y b oa r d ,
mouse)
Music player
Portable
power
box
Smart
phone
charger
as
desktop light
Charging pat (for
smartphone)

ž

ž

Magnetic resonance,
6.78MHz, Prototype

Keep battery fully
charged anywhere

Inductive coupling,
200kHz, Product

Keeps battery fully
charged anywhere

Keeps battery fully
charged anywhere
ž Replacing an AC adapter
ž Keeps battery fully
charged anywhere
ž Replacing an AC adapter
ž

110kHz

to

20W

to

30W,

Capacitive coupling,
400kHz, Prototype

20W

to

30W,

ž
ž

Replacing power cable
Replacing battery and AC
adapter

Concept
Inductive coupling,
-200kHz, Product

Providing charging spot

5W,

to20W,

Magnetic resonance,
6.78MHz, Prototype

Concept

ž

10W

20W,

Untethered from power
cable

Providing charging spot

6.78MHz,

Capacitive coupling, 10W to
400kHz, Product
Magnetic resonance, 10W to
6.78Mhz, Prototype

ž

ž

5W,

Inductive coupling,
-200kHz, Product

20W,

5W,

110kHz

to

5W,

110kHz

to

Inductive coupling, 5W or 5W x 2,
110kHz to 200kHz, Product
Magnetic
Prototype

resonance,

6.78MHz,

Inductive coupling, 110kHz to 200kHz,
Prototype
Charging pat (for
tablet or PC)

ž

Providing charging spot

Magnetic resonance, 30W, 6.78MHz,
Prototype
Capacitive coupling,
400kHz, Product

Charging
mat
under the table

Charging mat on
the table

ž
ž

ž

Providing charging spot
Providing charging area
without spoiling the sight

Providing charging spot

Magnetic
Prototype

20W

resonance,

to

30W,

6.78MHz,

Inductive coupling, 5W, 110kHz to
200kHz, Prototype
Magnetic resonance, 5W to 30W,
6.78MHz, Prototype
Capacitive coupling, 20W to 30W,
400kHz, Product

One of the multinational furniture companies has unveiled furniture installed with WPT
charging spot for smartphones. They have released various options of bedside table, floor
and table lamp, and working lamp equipping WPT charging technology. These products
have charging spot with “plus mark” for the smartphone to be placed for charging. The
WPT chargers are approved by the WPC Qi and are compatible with every devices that
xi
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support WPC Qi [3]. The picture of the product are found in [4]
This furniture company offers single WPT charging mat where a single smartphone can
be charged and a triple WPT charging pad where up to three smartphones can be
charged simultaneously. They also released an attachable WPT charger which can be
installed in any existing furniture. They announced that the WPT charger can be used
conveniently throughout the household. It minimizes the electrical wires to improve home
decoration. This company also offers a charging sleeve for smartphone that does not
support WPC Qi.
One of the Korea’s material and component manufacturers has developed 15-watt
transmission modules for WPT charger. This transmission module has been developed for
charging smartphones with performance almost equivalent to wired chargers.
WPT charger consists of transmitter and receiver. The transmitter supplies power to
smartphone in the form of a charging pad or a holding platform. Embedded in a
smartphone, the receiver charges its battery by generating induced current by responding
to the transmitter part.
They have further enhanced the charging speed, compatibility, and application areas with
the new 15-watt transmission module for WPT chargers. The module for WPT chargers
supplies power to charge a fully-discharged battery up to 50% within 30 minutes. Its
charging speed is three times faster than the existing 5-watt wireless charging modules.
This product interoperates with the 9-watt receiving modules that were recently supplied
along with WPC-15W standard or PMA-5W standard. It also follows the standards of
both WPC and AirFuel Alliance, which enhances user’s convenience. The 15-watt
transmission module can be used on WPT chargers installed on vehicles as well as home
and office.
A Korea’s smartphone manufacturer provides smartphone supporting both WPC and PMA
standards to provide wireless charging without the need of wireless charging back cover.
The previous released versions were subsequently equipped with the same capability but
users were required to purchase a separate wireless charging back cover and a wireless
charging pad [5].
This smartphone with WPT works with any wireless pad in the market that meets either
WPC or PMA standard. This company’s engineers minimized the thickness of wireless
charging hardware components and improved efficiency. This required that the coil was
made as smallest as possible by combining two separate coils and adding two overlapping
layers of magnetic shielding to prevent the magnetic field from leaking. As a result,
engineers were able to produce a component that was only 0.27mm thick. They also
minimized size and cost by developing them in a single component.
This smartphone with WPT charges 1.5 times faster compared to the previous models.
Ten minutes of charging provides users with enough power for four hours of usage. The
smartphone requires 180 minutes and its larger-size model needs 120 minutes using the
company’s own wireless charging pad to fully charge the battery with WPT [6].
The company has also introduced a smart manager application that provides users with
an overall view of applications with battery consumption with just a single touch on the
screen, allowing them to easily and conveniently manage their battery usage.
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In October 2016, a company in Korea have announced the commercialization of a 15-watt
wireless charging pad which can charge a smartphone as fast as when using a wired
charging module. The wireless charging pad is a device which supplies electric power to
a smartphone in a slim pad form. The 15-watt wireless charging pad’s charging speed is
three times faster than an existing 5-watt wireless charging module. It can charge a
completely empty battery to the level of 50% within 30 minutes. It meets the standards
of WPC [7].
This wireless charging pad uses an embedded sensor to measure the temperature to
prevent the pad from overheating during charging to reduce the risk of the explosion of
the battery and performance degradation of the smartphone [7].
Company in Europe and US are developing variety of wireless power transfer chipsets
including ones that comply with the AirFuel’s magnetic resonance specification. The use
of magnetic resonance technology brings advantages over other wireless charging
methods

including

the

ability

to

charge

metal-bodied

smartphones,

tablets

and

smartwatches. This technology can be used in various consumer electronics, mobile
computing, automotive, medical, and industrial applications [8].

3.5 Wearable devices
As a part of IoT devices wearable devices are getting users’ interests. For example in
order to avoid replacing small/button batteries, implementation of WPT has been studied.
AirFuel Alliance has been working on standardization for low power (5-watt) WPT. No
product is available yet, but many concepts have been introduced.
Table 5 Wearable devices applying WPT technologies
Product
Smart glasses

Values
ž Wearable with no power
ž

Smart watch

ž
ž
ž

BLE earphone
Smart
earbuds
(with monitoring
sensors
for
health care )
Charging bawl

ž
ž
ž
ž

cable
Battery replacement free
Wearable with no power
cable
Battery replacement free
Button battery free for
safety
No power connector
Battery replacement free
No power connector
Battery replacement free

Charge wearable gadgets
with various form factors
simultaneously in a bawl
C h a r g i n g ž Charging various devices
backpack
simultaneously
ž

xiii

Examples of specification
Magnetic
resonance,
Concept
Magnetic
Concept
Inductive
Product

resonance,

6.78MHz,

1W,

coupling,

6.78MHz,

110-200kHz,

Magnetic
Prototype
Magnetic
Prototype

resonance,

6.78MHz,

resonance,

6.78MHz,

Magnetic
Prototype

resonance,

6.78MHz,

Inductive coupling, Product
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A Korean company has released smart watch with battery lasting for two to three days
[9]. It has built-in WPT charger, and it’s easy to keep the smart watch powered up by simply
setting it on the wireless charging dock. It has removed the charging cables, and made the smart watch
simpler and convenient.
There is a backpack with wireless charging feature, which is capable of charging various portable
devices for travelers. It has10,000 mAh built-in battery pack that is charged in just eight to ten hours
at home. It has a sensor that alerts when the zippers are open accidentally. Also, it can close all the
zippers with a push of a single button. This backpack has dual charging station equipped with a
transmitter on its left shelf that can charge a Qi-compatible device in eight to ten hours [10].

3.6 Electric vehicles
WPT for electric vehicles has been studied for long enough years, and its prototyping
and global standardization activities are in progress. Commercial applications and services
are already available in some countries.
Table 6 Electric vehicles applying WPT technologies
Product
Passenger vehicle
(ex.
Wireless
Power
Transfer
Electric Vehicle)
Passenger vehicle
(ex.
Wireless
Power
Transfer
Electric Vehicle
Wireless
Power
T r a n s f e r
h eavy-dut y
vehicle (e.g. Bus,
truck, tram)
E l e c t r i c
motorcycle

Values
ž Replacing power cable
ž Charging spot everywhere
ž Charging a battery easily

Examples of specification
Magnetic resonance, 3.3kW, 85kHz, Prototype

ž

Keep its battery fully
charged anywhere
ž Charging battery easily

Magnetic resonance, 6.6kW, 85kHz, Prototype

Keep its battery fully
charged anywhere
ž Replacing an AC adapter

Magnetic coupling , 100kW, 20kHz or 60kHz,
Product

ž

Untethered from a power
cable
Automated Guided ž Only solution for
Vehicle/
Robot
charging
car
Charging pad on
the road

ž

ž

Charging spot everywhere

Concept
Concept

50kW, Prototype

Regarding passenger vehicles, an automobile company has announced a plan to release
the compact EV with WPT charging system using resonant magnetic coupling with 6.6kW
of WPT electricity [11]. They plan to embed the electric power line under the public
road to produce magnetic field to be converted into energy for use as electric source for
the compact EV. This method does not need the use of charging plug during charging
which can prevent accidents that can occur especially during rain or cold weather. The
company that developed the WPT charging system for EV proclaims that they had
developed the WPT module with focus on reliable high electric transmission and human
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safety. The module concentrated on interoperability between electric receiving unit and
electric transmission unit which meets both EMF/EMC safety regulation and vehicle
safety regulation.
Regarding heavy-duty vehicles, at Gumi city in Korea the local government has operated
four electric buses using WPT for public transportation from 2013. This would be the
first time in the world to use commercially WPT on public transportation. The electric
buses are powered by electric power line embedded under the public road to produce
magnetic field to be converted into energy for use as an electric source. With the
success of running two electric buses with WPT to transport citizens, Gumi city added
two more electric buses using WPT in 2016. The new buses are equipped with improved
battery and motors for better performance compared to the two older buses [12].
Gumi city announced that using the WPT powered buses have shown 38% expense
savings compared to diesel bus and 33% expense savings compared to CNG hybrid bus
with zero carbon emission. Other cities in Korea announced plan to use the WPT electric
bus for public transportation.

Figure 2 Public transport WPT electric bus
An US company provides in-route charging with WPT technology, which is available for
electric-powered buses at the Bay Area’s Walnut Creek BART station in San Francisco,
California. The charging pad lies flush with the pavement, and is sturdy enough to be run
over all day without damage, and it wirelessly charges the bus during routine stops.
In-route charging means less batteries, less vehicle weight, higher passenger capacity
and extending vehicle range. This company has delivered 50kW chargers to ships, buses
(coach), trolleys, etc. This US company is currently taking orders for 250kW wireless
charger. The CEO has announced that “…opportunity or in-route charging…that means
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we can do more runs per bus per day and not send it back to the depot for charging,
which would otherwise require more buses, more drivers, and additional costs [13].”

3.7 Medical devices and Robots
There are no major studies announced on applying WPT to medical devices and robots,
but medical devices and robots are future potential application areas for WPT.
Regarding medical devices, implantable devices would be strong candidates, such as
cardiac pacemaker, artificial heart, cochlea implant and implantable sensors. These
batteries have to be replaced periodically, therefore non-invasive charging is very helpful
to patients. An inductive, wireless, and contact-free rechargeable hearing aid has been
released. It can be fully charged in four hours, and is then ready to use for at least 24
hours without recharging, even if the wearer is streaming audio full-time. It has
integrated lithium-ion power cell with inductive charging to eliminate the need for any
exact alignment of charging contact to make it easier to charge. For travellers, the
charger unit is equipped with a standard micro USB interface, enabling charging with
nearly any USB-compatible power source (e.g., laptops, car adapters, or power packs). It
does not have any battery door, eliminates battery exchange, and also, it is nearly sealed
with robustness and resistant against dust and humidity [14].
Robots are getting more interest to be used for daily life. For both autonomous and
guided robots wireless charging is the critical function to be implemented for autonomous
charging and easy maintenance for buttery charging. Targeted products would be
industrial mobile robots, service robots for home, public space and specific environment,
and drones.

4. Expected infrastructures providing WPT services
Deployment of WPT service infrastructures are critical for users to utilize WPT
technologies as well as the WPT technology deployment itself. This chapter introduces
WPT service infrastructures under consideration in different use scenarios.

4.1 Home and office
Home and office can provide WPT charging to any device from small device such as
smart phone, notebook PC to larger device such as vacuum cleaner, TV, EV, etc.
Table 7 WPT infrastructure for home and office
Target application

T a r g e t Service
user
provider

Charging
pad
for
toothbrush and razor

ž

Persona

N/A

Values
ž

l

xvi

One charger
covers all

Examples
specification
Inductive
5W [21]

of
coupling,
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products
Kitchen table with IH ž Persona
heating
l

H o u s e ž No power
constructe
cable
r
construction

Magnetic resonance,
15W [22]
Concept,
Inductive coupling

required
Simple design
and easy usage
ž Electric shock
free
Product,
ž Provide WPT
charging to any Inductive coupling
electric device
ž No requirement
of WPT
capability to
electric device.
ž

WPT kit

Persona

ž

N/A

l

Israel’s companies have developed wireless charging mechanism using laser. It is
believed that using photon resonance can be used for long range wireless power in
confined spaces such as room or café to charge various IT devices such as smartphone.
Photon resonance long range wireless power technology uses lasers from photon
resonance to charge IT devices using light. The transmitter emits photon which are
gathered by the receiver to change light to energy for charging IT devices [14]. The
photon resonance stops the wavelength which does not create energy when touched by
human. Without any separate operation, it finds the IT device and starts charging
automatically. It is known to transmit 10 watts within 10 meters. On safety evaluation,
IEC 60825 class 1 is applied, which is the same class with the optical mouse.
A Korean company plans to apply this technology to the smart devices and to deploy this
technology to large-scale franchise coffee shops. They also plans to apply this WPT
module to IoT and wearable devices [15].
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Figure 3 Long distance wireless power using photon resonance
A plug & play design kit for wireless charging has been developed. The kit is WPC Qi
1.2 certified and is expected to facilitate the introduction of wireless charging in new
applications requiring higher power, but also accelerate adoption in applications that can
benefit from wireless charging. It consists of its latest transmitter and a receiver module,
a LED load module, a Quick Start guide, and various power adapters [16]. Application
scenarios for wireless power in the medium power range are numerous: charging stations
for smartphones and tablets, portable devices in the medical and industrial sector, or
devices with a high number of charging cycles that make high mechanical demands of
plug-in connectors [17]

4.2 In-vehicles
Vehicles can provide WPT charging to any portable devices such as smart phone,
notebook PC, etc. WPT charging in the driver’s cockpit is one of WPT charging
infrastructures deployed commercially.
Table 8 WPT infrastructure for “in-vehicle” usage
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Target application

Target user

Charging
pad
for ž Driver
mobile device in car,
and
bus,
train,
and
passenger
airplane

Serv ice
provider

Values

Examples
specification

V e h i c l e ž Keep the
manufacdevice fully
turer
charged

of

Inductive
coupling,
5W [21]
Magnetic resonance,
15W [22]

4.3 Public spaces
There are many location in the public space where people tend to stop to have their
devices charged with electricity. If the public space has WPT infrastructure, people only
need to take the devices for use and are relieved from carrying power adaptors, cables,
or extra battery.
Table 9 WPT infrastructures in public spaces
Target application

Target user

Battery
charging
station for EV

ž

Driver

Charging
pad
for
mobile device in cafe
Battery
charging
station for personal
mobility
vehicle
including micro EV,
electric bike, electric
cart, robot and other
devices

ž

Customer

Users of personal
mobility vehicle,
Owners of parking
lot, shopping store
ž EV sharing
provider
ž Car and personal
mobility vehicle
rental service
provider
Use of street light ž Street pedestrian
ž

S e r v i c e Values
provider

Examples
specification

G
a
station

Electric
shock
free
B u s i n e s s ž Charge
owner
on the go
W
P T ž Charge
service
on the go

Prototype

W
P T ž Charge
service
devices in
provider
the street

Prototype

s

ž

of

I n d u c t i v e
coupling
Concept

provider

for charging pad

In Japan, Council on Competitiveness-Nippon (COCN) has started “Project for Market
Expansion and Infrastructure Development of WPT Systems” in 2015.
Background of this project is as follows;

WPT can be applied to very wide areas and can contribute to the future
innovated world,
- Currently, R&D, international and national rule making and standardization are in
very hot and active phase,
- Development of WPT infrastructure systems is important issue to accelerate their
commercialization.
-

Purpose of this project is to build new business models, to clarify the concept and
specification of WPT infrastructure systems, and to survey problems and propose their
solutions. Important points

considered in

this

project are to match with current

conductive charging infrastructure systems and to cover EV/PHEVs, personal mobility
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vehicles, robots and other mobility devices.
The following directionalities have been confirmed as a result of discussions in 2015.

(1)
WPT system specifications based on Japanese new regulation
New Japanese national regulation for WPT systems for EVs has been published in
March, 2016. This project is focusing to use this new WPT regulation and to broaden
the usage areas. The conditions and specifications of this new regulation are as
follows;
- WPT technology: inductive coupling (magnetic coupling / magnetic resonance),
One-way power transfer,1 to 1 power transfer,
- WPT frequency: 85 kHz-band (79 kHz to 90 kHz),
- Transfer power: 3 kW-class to 7 kW-class,
- Transfer distance: 10 cm to 30 cm.
Figure 4 shows a typical WPT system considered in this project.

Figure 4 WPT systems considered in COCN project

(2)

Candidate business models covered by the WPT infrastructure system

Many business models are discussing in this project. Important viewpoints in this
discussion are to clarify users of WPT systems, their merits and effectiveness, to
indicate advantages of WPT comparing with current conductive power supply systems, to
recover the investment and get gains, and so on. Figure 5 shows the candidate business
models discussed in this project.
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Figure 5 Candidate business models covered by WPT infrastructure system
(3)

Framework to spread WPT infrastructure systems
This project members are also discussing about ways to develop WPT infrastructure
systems and to spread them. Some project members have an intention to establish
cooperative organization, such as limited liability companies for this purpose. Figure
6 describes the base line of proposed framework which supplies WPT charging
services and develops WPT infrastructure systems.
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Figure 6 Framework to spread WPT infrastructure systems
This COCN project is active from June 2015 to March 2017. The following goals of
project are estimated.

Clarify WPT business models to spread WPT market widely.
Design the cooperative organization for WPT infrastructure development and
charging services. (The cooperative organization will be established in 2019 or
2020.)
- Finalize planning of the demonstration experiment. (Before establishment of the
cooperative organization, the project of demonstration experiment will be performed
to check effectiveness of selected WPT business models and to appeal the
advantageous and validity of WPT systems.)
Solve political problems for WPT infrastructure development and WPT market
expansion, and then propose their solutions to Japanese government.
-
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Figure 7 Solar-kinetic streetlights
In Las Vegas, solar-kinetic streetlights is installed, which is a street lighting technology
that combines both kinetic and solar energy in a completely off-grid solution [18]. The
new LED streetlight is powered by an integrated solar panel and pedestrian footsteps.
The energy is harvested every time someone steps on the kinetic pads strategically
placed in front of each street light. It is expected to produce 4W to 8W energy. It has
motion sensors that allow for light on demand [19]. It has add-ons like USB port,
wireless charging, sensors to gather data for air quality and traffic, video surveillance, a
bit of integrated Wi-Fi and even a water detector (rain meter)[18][19]. This concept of
using streetlights is one of an example of deploying WPT in the public streets.

5. Considerations for WPT services
5.1 Deployment of WPT infrastructure
Deploying WPT in the public space can provide convenience to users carrying various
electric devices, drivers of EVs, etc. It can be deployed by the public authority or any
organization that are willing to provide WPT service for the public. However, such
involved party needs to be careful in developing WPT service infrastructure to the public
space, since it is difficult to change the infrastructure once it is deployed. There are
various issues that need to be carefully studied before design and development of the
WPT infrastructure. Some issues includes EMC, EMF, health, safety, convenience,
usability, effectiveness, regulation, etc.
The involved party needs to develop a detailed plan on how to efficiently deploy WPT
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through various research, experiments, trial test, field test, etc. The involved party can
apply the WPT infrastructure in the public property such as bus stops, parks, public
parking lots, public spaces, train station, subway station, etc. If many people find it very
convenient in using WPT, the private enterprise will start proving WPT service in their
own properties such as café, restaurant, hotel, shopping centre, etc.
In the beginning, the involved party should set an easy goal for developing WPT
infrastructure such as extending the battery-power usage time. In the future, the
involved party can consider expanding the WPT service to 24-hour automatic charging
service. Although it is important to create a WPT charging infrastructure itself, the
involved party should also make careful plan in building infrastructure to support newly
created services based on WPT technology.

5.2 Approaches of deploying WPT infrastructure
5.2.1 Type 1: Charging private device using private WPT charger
WPT can be used in private area such as home, office, private car, etc. There are many
appliances and devices used in every part of the house and office. With use of WPT,
devices

can

be completely sealed and waterproof avoiding electric shock hazard

especially in kitchen and bathroom. Other benefits include ease of charging position of
devices, ease of power usage control, etc.
In this environment, devices should be authenticated in order to prevent unauthorized use
of the wireless electricity. However, there is no need for dynamic authentication process
whenever the device needs power in homes or offices, since the owner can register the
information related to the WPT charging when the device is used for the first time. Such
information can include the identification, WPT charging rate, charging amount required,
etc.
To charge device in this environment, WPT charger and device identifies and locate each
other. Since the WPT charger already has the information needed, it electrically charges
the device with the pre-defined criteria.

5.2.2 Type 2: Charging public device using commercial WPT charger
Commercial area such as restaurant and café can provide WPT service for customers.
The owner of the restaurant and café can provide free charging service using his/her
commercial WPT charger to the public device of the customer. The owner would want to
provide this service only to customers who purchase their products or who make
payment in using the WPT service. Normally, in commercial area, WPT service is
provided to the customers only for the prearranged period of time and amount of
electricity, e.g., length of stay, amount of power charged. In order to realize this use
case, owner can provide a temporary code that is valid for selected period of time. The
owner may need a storage that carries and manages the temporary codes.
In this environment, a user is registered to access to the commercial WPT charger. After
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registration, the user is authenticated for the use of WPT services. The device that will
be used is authenticated in this process. Through user and device authentication, it is
possible to use the WPT service without repeating authentication process. The user is
authorized to use WPT service according to the pre-established agreement.

5.2.3 Type 3: Charging public device using private WPT charger
A private WPT charger can be used for the public purpose. On such example is proving
WPT service to a friend’s device visiting one’s home. A homeowner can provide free
charging of the small device, such as laptop, smart phone, etc. However, the visiting
friend would not want to burden the homeowner when charging his/her car at the garage.
The friend may want to use the WPT service but is willing to pay the fee for service
usage.
Similar scenario can be considered in proving WPT service in the parking lot of the
apartment. The WPT chargers are shared by the residents and the payment of the WPT
service usage should be made to each resident who is using the WPT service.
After authentication of user and device, the user is authorized to use the WPT service
with limited set by his/her credits, not by the WPT charger. In this approach, WPT
service should be measured by both device and the WPT charger. Auditing process is
needed to prevent overcharge.

5.2.4 Type 4: Charging private device using public WPT charger
When leaving outdoors, people carry many devices such as mobile phone, laptop,
headsets, healthcare equipment, etc. There are many public areas in which people may
want to charge their handheld devices. Such area includes bus stop, train stop, public
transportation, etc. The WPT charger can be installed in bus/rail stops, streetlights,
traffic lights, electric poles, etc. In this approach, public authentication system is needed
for the user to use the WPT service with its service fees charged to his/her account. In
order to make this possible, the public will need perform user management for
authentication of the service users.
Different service providers can set different charging price for their services. The WPT
service user, such as EV driver, can choose WPT service providers who provide
electricity with reasonable rate. A user may set constraints on charging amount as
according to the cost of electricity. For example, this user would want to charge small
amount when cost of electricity is high, and would want to fully charge the EV when the
cost is low.

5.2.5 Type 5: Combination with other services
Wireless sensors are used everywhere. It can be used in farms, buildings, bridges to
diagnose various statuses. It can be installed in underground facilities such as sewage,
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electric wires, gas line, to detect operational status, leakage, or malfunctions. Human can
carry the sensors in portable medical devices to trace and diagnose one’s health. These
sensors provide reports on the collected information to the monitoring system.
The greatest problem of sensor is to maintain battery power, because communication
with the monitoring system causes much power consumption. For sensors installed in the
underground, it is almost impossible to recharge these batteries. These sensors can bring
the highest potential when combined with WPT service. WPT charger can wirelessly
charge the sensors and collect information during WPT charging. WPT service security is
needed between the sensors and WPT charger to provide accurate information during
data exchange.

Summary
Devices with WPT technology are commercially available already in some product
categories, and WPT technologies keep evolving for new applications and services in the
variety of product categories. The development of prototypes with new usage concept is
under progress, too.
In mobile device category, number of products are in the market, because global
standards on WPT technology in this product category has become mature enough.
Some devices in other categories; such as health and personal care goods, and wearable
devices are commercially available with WPT function based on proprietary technologies.
Regarding a wearable device, WPT is necessary function for its use cases so that it is
expected that WPT for wearable devices would become popular, once its standardization
is completed and its technology becomes stable.
WPT for kitchen appliances, home appliances, medical devices and robots are attractive,
and prototype and concept development are in progress. However, we might need to wait
for the standardization activity getting ready and mature enough before these products
will be available in the market.
Electric vehicle would be the promising category in which we can expect to see products
and services soon. Many experiments with prototypes were demonstrated, and its global
standardization has been in progress.
WPT technology users cannot have any benefit of “wireless” only with devices having
WPT

function

without

WPT

service

infrastructure.

Especially

in

public

spaces,

constructing WPT service infrastructure is critical for WPT technology deployment. This
report

introduces

the

outcome

from

the

project

studying

market

expansion

and

infrastructure development of WPT systems for electric vehicles. In addition, for
deploying WPT services in public spaces, there are key subjects to be considered before
implementation, and key subjects in the five use cases were studied and shown.
This report shows the current status of WPT technology deployment by introducing
commercially available devices, prototypes and concepts under development in each
category. It also shows the status of WPT infrastructure development with necessary
future considerations.
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WPT technology is getting more visible and commonly available in recent years. It is
expected that this report would help APT members to pay more attention to the
deployment of WPT technology in each country.
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부 록 Ⅰ-1
(본 부록은 표준을 보충하기 위한 내용으로 표준의 일부는 아님)

지식재산권 확약서 정보

‘해당 사항 없음’
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부 록 Ⅰ-2
(본 부록은 표준을 보충하기 위한 내용으로 표준의 일부는 아님)

시험인증 관련 사항
Ⅰ-2.1 시험인증 대상 여부

Ⅰ-2.2 시험표준 제정 현황

‘해당 사항 없음’
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부 록 Ⅰ-3
(본 부록은 표준을 보충하기 위한 내용으로 표준의 일부는 아님)

본 표준의 연계(family) 표준

‘해당 사항 없음’
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부 록 Ⅰ-4
(본 부록은 표준을 보충하기 위한 내용으로 표준의 일부는 아님)

참고 문헌

‘해당 사항 없음’
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부 록 Ⅰ-5
(본 부록은 표준을 보충하기 위한 내용으로 표준의 일부는 아님)

영문표준 해설서

1. 소개
본 기술보고서의 적용 범위, 무선전력전송 서비스 응용분야, 주요 특징에 대하여 기술한
다.
2. 줄임말과 약어
본 기술보고서의 내용에 적혀있는 줄임말과 약어에 대해 설명한다.
3. 무선전력전송 기술과 서비스 응용기기
무선전력전송 기술을 적용하여 서비스를 제공할 수 있는 다양한 종류의 헬스케어, 주방
가전, 생활가전, 모바일, 웨어러블, 전기자동차, 의료기, 로봇 등의 기기들의 특징에 대해
기술하였다.
4. 무선전력전송 서비스 제공 인프라 종류
무선전력전송 서비스를 제공할 가정, 사무실, 자동차 내부, 업무공간, 공공장소, 기타 인
프라 서비스 장소들에 대한 특징들에 대해 기술하였다.
5. 무선전력전송 인프라 서비스 고려사항
무선전력전송 인프라를 구축하여 서비스를 제공하는 주체에 대하여 분류하여, 공공기관
이 제공하는 산업 활성화를 위한 시범서비스와 산업체에서의 영리 목적의 서비스 형태들
의 장단점에 대해 기술한다.
부속서 A.
부속서 B.
부속서 C.
부속서 D.
부속서 E.
부속서 F.
부속서 G. 개정 이력
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부 록 Ⅰ-6
(본 부록은 표준을 보충하기 위한 내용으로 표준의 일부는 아님)

표준의 이력

판수

채택일

표준번호

내용

담당 위원회

제1판

스마트 전력전송
(PG909)

제2판

스마트 전력전송
(PG909)
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